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Abstract Hitting a major league fastball, with approximately half a second to react, poses one of the greatest
challenges in sports. The ability to hit the ball derives from
the dynamics of the bat swing which can be measured using
video motion capture. However, doing so necessitates
swinging the bat within the confines of a motion capture
laboratory, often with considerable time and expense. This
paper introduces an inexpensive and highly portable measurement method for use right on the field of play to support
player training, coaching, rehabilitation, and player-bat
fitting. The method employs a highly miniaturized, wireless
MEMS inertial measurement unit (IMU) affixed to the knob
of the bat. The IMU incorporates three-axis sensing of bat
acceleration and angular velocity with a low-power RF
transceiver to transmit this data to a host computer. Analysis
of this data yields a near-instantaneous and highly resolved
summary of three-dimensional bat dynamics. This paper
describes this novel technology for use in baseball and
softball, presents example results, and reveals new features
of bat motion overlooked in previous studies.
Keywords Baseball  Softball  Bat dynamics 
Inertial sensors  Sports training

1 Introduction
The sport of baseball, fondly referred to in the United
States as ‘‘America’s pastime’’, is also popular in other
countries throughout North and South America and in
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certain Asian and European countries. An exciting part of
the game is the likelihood that a batter will hit a baseball
traveling at speeds exceeding 145 kph (90 mph) as thrown
by a pitcher from 18.4 m (60.5 ft) away. It is often asserted
that hitting a major league fastball, with approximately half
a second time interval to react, poses one of the greatest
challenges in sports. Witness the fact that exceptional
batters only hit the ball and make it to base safely 30–40%
of the time. Not surprisingly, the ability to hit the ball
derives from the underlying physics of the bat swing as
well as the physics of the bat/ball interaction, topics that
have drawn considerable attention in both the popular and
scientific literature.
For example, scientific studies have considered the
biomechanics of the swing [1], ball-bat collision [2, 3],
the role of bat-ball compliance in that collision [4–6], the
precise collision conditions required to hit a home-run [7],
and the similarities between swinging a golf club and a bat
[8]. The literature most relevant to this study, however,
concerns experimental measurements of the bat swing.
Technologies used to measure the bat swing include laserphotodiode systems [9] and single [10] and multiple [1, 11]
video cameras. These methods have yielded measurements
that contribute towards our understanding of the dynamics
of the bat.
Koenig et al. [9] employed a vertically oriented array of
lasers and photodiodes to measure bat dynamics projected
onto the horizontal plane. The lasers were positioned high
above home plate (above the batter’s head) with companion photodiodes embedded in home plate. The resulting
‘‘two-dimensional light curtain’’ was used to estimate the
position and orientation of the bat in the horizontal plane
and the associated bat swing speed and time. Attention
focused on how the mass distribution of the bat influences
bat swing speed. Measurements reveal that bat swing speed
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decreases with increasing moment of inertia of the bat
about a vertical axis through the batter’s body. More
recently, Cross [8] re-evaluated the horizontal dynamics of
the bat swing using a single overhead video camera with
20 ms updates (50 Hz frame rate). The measured bat
angular velocity and the linear velocity of the bat mass
center were employed to deduce the net force and moment
imparted to the grip by the batter’s hands. Analysis reveals
that the moment reverses sign during the swing to prevent
the bat from rotating excessively prior to impact.
The measurement techniques of [8, 9] capture the
dynamics of the bat projected onto the horizontal plane
thereby yielding lower-bound estimates of bat linear and
angular velocities and accelerations. By contrast, threedimensional measurements of a complete swing can be
deduced using multiple high-speed video cameras and
standard motion capture techniques. To this end, Welch
et al. [1] employed a six-camera set-up with reflective
markers fixed to both the bat and the batter to capture threedimensional marker positions with 5 ms updates (200 Hz
frame rate). The synchronized motions of the lower limbs,
trunk, shoulders, and upper limbs produce a maximum bat
speed of 31 m/s among the 39 professional baseball players
recruited for their study. Overall, the bat and batter motion
data provide a baseline understanding of swing mechanics
to support future concepts for player training and rehabilitation. High-speed motion capture was previously
employed by Shapiro [11] who analyzed the three-dimensional motion of the bat alone. Two cameras were positioned for imaging the frontal plane of the subject with three
markers on the bat. An inverse dynamics model of the bat
was also constructed to estimate the net force/moment
system imparted to the grip by the subject. Results reveal
two distinct stages of bat motion. During the first stage, the
bat drops from a near-vertical initial orientation to a nearhorizontal orientation. During the second stage, the bat is
rapidly accelerated in the hitting zone as evidenced by large
bat angular accelerations that peak just prior to impact.
While the experimental studies above successfully
identify major features of bat dynamics, the findings are
also limited by restrictions imposed by the measurement
methods. For instance, methods that project the threedimensional bat motions onto the horizontal plane, as in [8,
9], cannot resolve motions orthogonal to this plane
including those responsible for the initial and near-vertical
‘‘drop’’ of the bat, any ‘‘upper cut’’ or ‘‘chop’’ of the bat at
ball impact, and the bat ‘‘droop’’ that defines the actual
(non-horizontal) swing plane of the bat. While these features can be successfully resolved using multi-camera
motion capture, as in [1, 11], doing so necessitates swinging
the bat within the confines of a motion capture laboratory
and with considerable expense and time. The expense and
the limited availability of motion capture laboratories
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necessarily restrict this method for targeted, small scale
subject studies, not for routine player training, coaching,
rehabilitation, or player-bat fitting.
The objective of this paper is twofold. The first objective
is to introduce a novel measurement method for the sports
of baseball and softball that holds significant promise as an
inexpensive and highly portable bat swing analysis system
for use right on the field of play. The second objective is to
employ this measurement method to reveal new and
important features of the bat motion that have been overlooked in prior studies. The method exploits a highly
miniaturized, battery-powered, wireless MEMS inertial
measurement unit (IMU) affixed to the knob of the bat. The
IMU incorporates three-axis sensing of bat acceleration
and angular velocity with a low-power RF transceiver to
transmit this data to a host computer. This data yields a
near-instantaneous and highly resolved analysis of the
three-dimensional dynamics of the bat.
The paper opens with a summary of the miniature,
wireless IMU and the measurement theory required to
analyze three-dimensional bat dynamics. Next data from
example swings are presented that reveal: (1) the major
phases of bat motion, (2) the three-dimensional position
and orientation of the bat, and (3) the critical timing,
velocity and acceleration events during the swing. The
paper closes by summarizing the contributions made by
this study and the potential future uses of this technology.

2 Methods
2.1 Miniature wireless inertial measurement unit
The wireless IMU illustrated in Fig. 1 measures the six
degree-of-freedom (three-dimensional) motion of a baseball/softball bat. This single-board design, which is
believed to be the world’s smallest wireless IMU, follows a
lineage of progressively smaller IMU designs previously
employed for the sports of golf [12–14] and bowling [15].
They serve as examples of a more general concept for
employing miniature IMU’s for sports training [16, 17].
This six-layer board design uses the two surface layers for
mounting components, two internal layers for interconnects,
one internal layer to provide power, and one internal layer to
provide ground. The outer layer illustrated in Fig. 1a is an
analog circuit that includes a three-axis MEMS accelerometer, one dual-axis and one single-axis MEMS angular rate
gyros, op-amps, and off-chip components for filtering. The
opposite face illustrated in Fig. 1b is a digital circuit containing a microprocessor for AD conversion, a low-power
RF transceiver, and a small surface mount antenna. The
microprocessor performs 12-bit A/D conversion at 1 kHz
sampling for all six sensor channels. The device
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Fig. 1 Highly miniaturized
wireless IMU. a analog circuit
incorporating MEMS angular
rate gyros and accelerometer;
b digital circuit incorporating
microprocessor, wireless
transceiver and surface mount
antenna

measurement range (and noise floor) includes accelerations
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
up to 18 g’s (0.1 mg/ Hz) and angular rates up to 2,000°/s
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(0.06 =s= Hz) with an overall measurement bandwidth of
400 Hz. Following transmission, the raw IMU data (acceleration and angular velocity) is low passed filtered using a
100 Hz cut-off frequency to remove measurement noise.
The IMU is calibrated following the method outlined in
[18], which identifies both the diagonal and cross-axis
sensitivities for the three acceleration axes and the three
angular rate axes. The IMU, the battery and a switch are
mounted within a small plastic case (Fig. 2a), which is
subsequently mounted to the knob end of a bat by a
machine screw (Fig. 2b). The assembled board has a
footprint of 19 9 22 mm and a mass of 4.5 g (including
the mass of a miniature lithium-ion battery) while the fully
assembled design in the plastic casing has a mass of 18.9 g
which is an extremely small (2%) fraction of the mass of
the bat (880 g). The low-power RF transceiver on the IMU
can transmit up to 60 ft in low RF, open-air environments.

A USB-enabled receiver allows data collection on a host
(laptop) computer via custom data collection software.
Prior to use, the position of the sweet spot of the bat is
measured relative to the accelerometer as required in the
measurement theory summarized next.
2.2 Overview of measurement theory
The motion of the bat fundamentally reduces to describing
the kinematics of a frame of reference fixed to the IMU.


^ j;
^ k^ in Fig. 3
This ‘‘IMU-frame’’ is denoted by the triad i;
which is centered at point ‘‘a’’, the location of the accel

^ j;
^ k^ are aligned
erometer. Moreover, the unit vectors i;
with the three sense axes of the accelerometer, which are
also aligned with the three sense axes of the angular rate
gyros. (The aforementioned calibration procedure detects
any cross-axis sensitivities due to small, unintentional
misalignments of the accelerometer and rate gyro sense

axes). One of these sense axes i^ is also aligned with the

Fig. 2 a IMU is housed in a plastic case that also contains the miniature lithium-ion battery and recharging jack (that doubles as a power switch).
b The case is mounted to the knob end of the bat using a machine screw
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2.2.1 Computation of CðtÞ
Begin with computing the direction cosine matrix CðtÞ
which can be written in terms of the four Euler parameters
ðe1 ; e2 ; e3 ; e4 Þ per [19, 20]
2

e21  e22  e23 þ e24

6
CðtÞ ¼ 4 2ðe1 e2  e3 e4 Þ
2ðe1 e3 þ e2 e4 Þ

2ðe1 e2 þ e3 e4 Þ
e22  e21  e23 þ e24
2ðe2 e3  e1 e4 Þ

3

2ðe1 e3  e2 e4 Þ

7
2ðe2 e3 þ e1 e4 Þ 5
e23

 e21  e22 þ e24

ð2Þ
The time-varying Euler parameters are related to the
IMU-measured angular velocity
~ðtÞ ¼ xx i^þ xy j^þ xz k^
x



^ j;
^ k^ is a bat-fixed frame at the location of the
Fig. 3 IMU-frame i;
accelerometer (point ‘‘a’’) and aligned with the three accelerometer
(and rate gyro) sense axes. In addition, i^is aligned with the bat center

^ j;
^ k^ is an inertial frame located at the upper left
line. Field-frame i;
corner of home plate with K^ pointing vertically up and J^ pointing
towards the pitcher. Point ‘‘s’’ denotes the sweet spot

center-line of the bat, whereas the plane of the remaining


two axes i^ j^ coincides with the bat cross-section. Figure 3 also illustrates the ‘‘field-frame’’ defined by the triad


^ J;
^ K^ . This is an inertial frame of reference located on
I;
the upper left corner of home plate with the I^  J^ plane
defining the horizontal plane of the field (I^ pointing across
the plate and J^ pointing toward the pitcher) and K^ pointing
vertically up. The point ‘‘s’’ denotes the sweet spot of the
bat located along the bat center-line near the end.
The direction cosine (rotation) matrix CðtÞ defines the
orientation of the sensor frame relative to the field-frame at
any time t per
0 1
0 1
i^
I^
@ j^ A ¼ CðtÞ@ J^ A
ð1Þ
k^
K^

through the state equations [20, 21]
0 1 2
3
e1
e4 e3 e2 0 1
C 6
7 xx
dB
B e2 C ¼ 6 e3 e4 e1 7@ xy A
dt @ e3 A 4 e2 e1 e4 5
xz
e4
e1 e2 e3

ð3Þ

ð4Þ

subject to the constraint
e21 þ e22 þ e23 þ e24 ¼ 1

ð5Þ

Thus, computation of CðtÞ follows immediately from
integrating (4), subject to (5), provided initial conditions
are given for the Euler parameters.
To this end, consider Fig. 4 which illustrates the initial
position and orientation of the bat at the start of a swing
trial. Here, the tip of the bat is held at the origin of the field

^ J;
^ K^ with the bat center-line held still in the
frame I;
(vertical) I^  K^ plane. In other words, the unit vector i^ of
the IMU-frame initially lies in the I^  K^ plane and forms

The recorded IMU data enables a complete kinematic
analysis of the bat motion upon completion of three
principal steps:
1.
2.

3.

Computation of the direction cosine matrix CðtÞ,
Computation of ~
aa ðtÞ, the acceleration of the point ‘‘a’’
in the field (inertial) frame, and the velocity of point of
‘‘a’’,
Computation of the velocity of point ‘‘s’’ (sweet spot)
and the bat orientation.
These steps are summarized below.

Fig. 4 The initial bat position and orientation at the start of data
collection. The angles ðh1 ; h2 Þ define the initial orientation of the


^ j;
^ k^ with the bat center-line i^ held fixed in the vertical
IMU-frame i;


I^  K^ plane
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the angle h1 with the I^ axis as illustrated. The angle h2 is a
second (roll) rotation about the i^ axis which is also the
^ J.
^ The direction
angle formed between the unit vectors jand
^
^
^ Thus, the
of k follows from the right hand rule; k ¼ i^ j.
direction cosine matrix at time t ¼ 0 can be written in
terms of these two (Euler) angles:
2
3
0
 sin h1
cos h1
ð6Þ
Cð0Þ ¼ 4 sin h1 sin h2
cos h2
cos h1 sin h2 5
sin h1 cos h2  sin h2 cos h1 cos h2

~a ðtÞ ¼
V

Zt

~
Aa ðgÞdg

ð13Þ

0

~a ð0Þ ¼ 0 is used.
where the rest initial condition V
~s ðtÞ and the bat upper cut,
2.2.3 Computation of V
elevation and aim angles

Moreover, one can deduce the two angles h1 and h2
by exploiting the fact that, when held at rest, the
accelerometer measures gravity. In particular,

The velocity of the sweet spot ‘‘s’’ is an important measure
of the bat motion which can be readily deduced from the
computed velocity of point ‘‘a’’ and the angular velocity of
~ðtÞ. Prior to doing so, one must also establish the
the bat x
position of ‘‘s’’ relative to ‘‘a’’

~ð0Þ
a
¼ ax ð0Þi^þ ay ð0Þj^þ az ð0Þk^ ¼ gK^

~
rs=a ¼ li^

ð7Þ

Using the definition of C, Eq. (7) can be re-cast as
ax ð0Þi^þ ay ð0Þj^þ az ð0Þk^


¼ g  sin h1 i^þ cos h1 sin h2 j^þ cos h1 cos h2 k^
ð8Þ
which yields the solutions
h1 ¼ arcsin½ax ð0Þ=g

ð9aÞ

h2 ¼ arctan½ay ð0Þ=az ð0Þ

ð9bÞ

Upon equating Eq. (2) with Eq. (6) and employing Eq.
(9a, b), one can deduce the following initial conditions for
the Euler parameters
2
3 2
3
e1 ð0Þ
sin h2 ð1 þ cos h1 Þ=4e4 ð0Þ
6 e2 ð0Þ 7 6
7
sin h1 ð1 þ cos h2 Þ=4e4 ð0Þ
6
7 6
7
4 e3 ð0Þ 5 ¼ 4
5

sin
h
sin
h
ð0Þ
=4e
1
2
4
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
e4 ð0Þ
1 þ cos h1 þ cos h2 þ cos h1 cos h2 =2
ð10Þ
2.2.2 Computation of ~
aa ðtÞ and ~
va ðtÞ
With CðtÞ now formed at each sampled-instant of time, one
can deduce the components of the acceleration of point ‘‘a’’
with respect to the field-frame (inertial frame). Let
~
aa ðtÞ þ gK^ ¼ aax i^þ aay j^þ aaz k^
¼ Aax I^ þ Aay J^ þ ðAaz þ gÞK^

ð11Þ

in which it is again recognized that the accelerometer at
‘‘a’’ measures both the acceleration of ‘‘a’’ as well as
gravity. Employing the definition of CðtÞ yields
0
1
0
1
0 1
aax ðtÞ
0
Aax ðtÞ
@ Aay ðtÞ A ¼ CT ðtÞ@ aay ðtÞ A  g@ 0 A
ð12Þ
Aaz ðtÞ
aaz ðtÞ
1
Integrating Eq. (12) now provides the velocity of point
‘‘a’’ with components aligned with the field-frame

ð14Þ

where l denotes the (constant) distance from ‘‘a’’ to ‘‘s’’
along the bat center-line. The velocity of the sweet spot
follows from


~s ðtÞ ¼ V
~a ðtÞ þ x
~ðtÞ  ~
ð15Þ
V
rs=a
Note that the latter term, most conveniently written
using components in the IMU-frame, can be equivalently
written using components in the field-frame by elementary
use of (Eq. 1). Doing so provides the desired result
~s ðtÞ ¼ Vsx ðtÞI^ þ Vsy ðtÞJ^ þ Vsz ðtÞK^
V

ð16Þ

At least two important ‘‘swing metrics’’ can be deduced
~s ðti Þj describes the bat
from Eq. (16). The magnitude jV
‘‘swing speed’’ developed just prior to impact, at the
sampled time t ¼ ti . Moreover, the angle
.qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃi
h
2 ðt Þ þ V 2 ðt Þ
Vsx
huppercut ¼ arctan Vsz ðti Þ
ð17Þ
i
sy i
defines the degree to which the sweet spot is ‘‘rising’’ just prior
to impact which is a direct measure of the ‘‘upper cut’’ (angle)
of the bat. Conversely, a ‘‘chop’’ follows should the sweet spot
be ‘‘falling’’ just prior to impact (i.e., huppercut \0).
In addition, the orientation of the bat at impact provides
two additional swing metrics. In particular, the bat elevation angle
helevation ¼ arcsinðC13 ðti ÞÞ

ð18Þ

defines the angle between the bat center-line i^ and


the horizontal I^  J^ plane. Thus, when helevation \0
(common), the bat has ‘‘drooped’’ below the horizontal at
impact. Similarly, the bat aim angle
haim ¼ arctan½C12 ðti Þ=C11 ðti Þ

ð19Þ

defines the angle between the bat center-line i^ and the


vertical I^  K^ plane at impact. Note that haim ¼ 0 (i.e., bat
 
is parallel to I^ at impact) directs the ball on the line J^
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aimed at the pitcher, whereas haim [ 0 (or haim \0) directs
the ball to the left (or right) of the pitcher.

3 Results and discussion
Experiments were conducted experiments indoors with subjects hitting baseballs off a standard training tee. The tee is
integrated into a ‘‘home plate’’ which establishes the location
and orientation of the field-frame defined in Fig. 3. Each
subject began a trial by first positioning/orienting the bat as
defined in Fig. 4, which established the initial conditions for
the subsequent swing. Following a command, a subject then
‘‘picked-up’’ the bat from this rest position, executed a normal swing (including impacting the ball), and then returned
the bat to the initial (rest) position. During each trial, the IMU
wirelessly transmitted acceleration and angular velocity data
to a host computer for subsequent analysis per the measurement theory above. The following reports and discusses
major findings for example swings and also discusses the
possible use of these findings in discriminating batting skill.
3.1 Bat orientation, angular velocity and acceleration
reveal major phases of bat motion
The direction cosine matrix (Eq. 2) defines the orientation
of the IMU-frame as a function of time during the swing.
Fig. 5 Bat elevation, aim and
roll angles as functions of time
for an example swing by subject
A (right-handed). The major
phases of the bat motion are
readily identifiable
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Doing so provides the bat elevation angle (Eq. 18) and aim
angle (Eq. 19) at impact as well as at any other time. The
elevation and aim angles are two spherical angles that

determine the orientation of the bat center-line axis i^


^ J;
^ K^ . The rotation of the bat
relative to the field-frame I;
about this axis, defined herein as the bat ‘‘roll angle’’, is
also readily deduced from components of the direction
cosine matrix. Collectively, the bat elevation, aim and roll
angles constitute three Euler angles [19] that define the
orientation of the IMU-fixed frame relative to the fieldframe. The variation of these angles with time reveals the
major phases of bat motion.
Consider Fig. 5 which reports the elevation, aim and roll
angles computed for an example swing from subject ‘‘A’’.
Inspection of these time histories reveals six distinct phases
of the motion over a total recording time of 6 s: (1) initial
rest (&0.4 s), (2) backswing (&1.1 s), (3) set (&1.1 s), (4)
downswing (&0.165 s), (5) follow through (&1.8 s), and
(6) ending rest (&1.5 s). At the start of the trial, the subject
holds the bat still (refer to Fig. 4) as is readily apparent in
the initial ‘‘rest’’ phase where the three angles remain
constant. When the swing begins, the subject executes a
slow motion ‘‘backswing’’ in which the bat is raised over
the subject’s shoulder as indicated by the significant
increase in the elevation angle to a maximum value.
Simultaneously the bat roll and aim angles decrease
significantly for the right-handed subject in this example.
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The subject then holds the bat essentially stationary for a
short period of time referred to as the ‘‘set’’ position. Some
modest bat motion (sometimes referred to as bat ‘‘waggle’’)
may also occur during this set phase. Following the set
phase, the subject executes a highly dynamic ‘‘downswing’’ marked by a dramatic decrease in the elevation
angle and companion increases in the aim and roll angles.
The instant of ball impact, denoted in Fig. 5, is clearly
evident by the non-smooth transition in any/all of these
angles. Following impact, the batter decelerates the bat
during the ‘‘follow through’’ and ultimately returns the bat
to the final ‘‘rest’’ position where the bat elevation and aim
angles return to (approximately) the same values achieved
during the initial rest.
These same phases of bat motion are also evident in the
‘‘raw’’ angular velocity and acceleration data recorded as
reported in Fig. 6 for the same example. The illustrated
time histories of the angular velocity components
ðxx ; xy ; xz Þ and acceleration components ðax ; ay ; az Þ are
measured in the IMU-frame and they are low pass filtered
with a 100 Hz cut-off. During the initial rest phase, the
angular velocity components are zero and the acceleration
^ The slow motion backswing
components sum to gK.



Fig. 6 Components of angular velocity vector xx ; xy ; xz and


acceleration vector ax ; ay ; az measured by affixed IMU for same
example swing by subject A. Reported components are measured
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produces a smooth transition in angular velocity and
acceleration to the near constant values in the set position
~  0 and ~
(where x
as  gK^ except for small but detectable
bat waggle). The highly dynamic downswing is readily
~
observable by dramatic increases in the magnitudes of x
and ~
as . The instant of ball impact, denoted in Fig. 6, is
clearly evident in the data by near-instantaneous and
~ and ~
simultaneous changes in both x
as due to abrupt
changes in bat linear and angular momenta during impact.
Following impact, the batter decelerates the bat during the
follow through and ultimately returns the bat to the rest
~ ¼ 0 and ~
position where x
as ¼ gK^ again.
3.2 Integration reveals three-dimensional position
and orientation of bat
The measurement theory employs the raw data illustrated
in Fig. 6 to compute key kinematic measures of the bat
swing. For instance, one can readily integrate the velocity
of point ‘‘a’’ (Eq. 13) to obtain the three-dimensional trajectory traced by the knob end of the bat (hence the trajectory of the batter’s hands). At each sampled-time
instant, one can then employ the direction cosine matrix

relative to the IMU-fixed frame and are low pass filtered with 100 Hz
cut-off. The major phases of the bat motion are readily identifiable
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(Eq. 2) to obtain the associated orientation of the bat,
thereby enabling one to animate the complete (6 dof)
motion of the bat. Doing so with real IMU data, however,
also introduces errors that are well known in the inertial
navigation literature [22, 23]. Principal among these error
sources is drift (or bias) error that ultimately degrades the
aforementioned computation of orientation, velocity, and
position. In this application, one can estimate drift errors by
exploiting known kinematical states during the swing. For
instance, the bat is at rest and the end of the barrel is
located at the origin of the field-fixed frame at the start of
the swing and returns to this state at the end. Moreover, the
location of the ball on the tee is also known relative to the
field-fixed frame and, at impact, the barrel of the bat contacts the ball at/near the sweet spot ‘‘s’’. These known
kinematic conditions can be exploited to reduce/identify
drift error in arriving at the following animations of threedimensional bat motion.
Figure 7 illustrates the bat motion for the previous
example (subject A) as viewed in the horizontal plane from
a top view perspective looking down onto the batter. The
bat in the middle of the set phase (dark blue image), the
downswing, at impact (red image), and during the follow
through are notated. These images are constructed every
10 ms with the exception of the ten (dark) images surrounding impact which are constructed every millisecond.
This 10 ms period centered about impact is denoted as the
‘‘hitting zone’’ in which the bat remains in a well-defined
‘‘swing plane’’ (see below) just prior to, during and just
after ball impact. The bat is also half toned (maize and
blue) to enable one to visualize the roll of the bat during the

swing as described above. This view clearly reveals the bat
aim angle (Eq. 19) which is negative (-20.9°) in this
example indicating the struck ball will pass to the right side
of the pitcher’s mound as viewed from the batter’s box.
This same view also reveals the trajectory of the knob/grip
of the bat, which typically appears as two distinct spiral
paths, one for the downswing and one for the follow
through, that are joined at the impact position. The path of
the grip (equivalent to the path of the batter’s hands) may
be of particular interest in coaching and assessing batter
skill. For instance, batting coaches often state that faster bat
speed is developed by keeping the hands close to the batter’s body. By contrast, casting the bat far from the body
increases the moment of inertia of the bat about the
instantaneous axis of rotation yielding lower bat angular
acceleration, angular velocity, and linear velocity. Thus,
the geometry of the grip path may well serve as an
important indicator of swing skill.
A view in the vertical plane and from the catcher’s
perspective provides valuable insight into the mechanics of
the swing as shown in Fig. 8. Note the motion of the bat
from the set through the downswing converges to a distinct
bat ‘‘swing plane’’ in the hitting zone. This swing plane is
defined by the elevation angle, which is -17.8° in this
example. When hitting from a tee, the elevation angle is
largely determined by the height of the batter and tee.
The oblique views illustrated in Fig. 9a, b are taken
from the perspective of the batter’s box facing the batter.
This view allows visualization of the upper cut (or chop)
angle (Eq. 17). Again, the upper cut angle defines the angle
formed between the velocity vector of the sweet spot and

Fig. 7 Top view of same bat swing (subject A) showing set,
downswing, impact, and follow through phases of the swing. The bat
aim angle at impact is noted

Fig. 8 Catcher’s view of same swing (subject A) depicting swing
plane and elevation angle
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Fig. 9 The oblique view of a same swing from subject A, and b example swing from subject B. View is taken from the perspective of the
batter’s box facing the batter. The swing for subject A illustrates a very modest chop whereas that for subject B illustrates a sizeable upper cut

the horizontal plane. Thus, when this angle is positive, as in
Fig. 9b, the sweet spot is rising in the hitting zone representing an upper cut (of 12.2° in this example from subject
B). By contrast, should this angle be negative, as in Fig. 9a,
the sweet spot is falling in the hitting zone representing a
chop (of a mere -3.9° in the continuing analysis of the
example swing from subject A). The ability to identify and
to precisely quantify the degree of upper cut or chop in a
swing provides tremendous feedback to the player or coach
who is often seeking a ‘‘level’’ swing.
In total, the aim, elevation and upper cut (or chop)
angles defined above represent three obvious ‘‘swing
metrics’’ that can be used to assess batting skill. Other
candidate swing metrics follow from a quantitative analysis
of critical timing, velocity and acceleration events as
described next.
3.3 Analysis reveals critical timing, velocity
and acceleration events
A batter’s reaction to a pitched ball may be measured, in
part, by how quickly the bat executes the downswing from
the set position to ball impact. This ‘‘swing time’’ is readily
observable in Fig. 10a, which illustrates the velocity of the
grip (e.g. point ‘‘a’’ in Fig. 3) for the example swing for
subject A. At the set position, the velocity components are
approximately zero and the down swing begins when the
~s j exceeds some threshold (selected here to be
grip speed jv
1 m/s). Using this definition, the short duration swing time
in this example is 165 ms. Within this brief period, the
grip is accelerated from rest and achieves its maximum
acceleration 249 m/s2 at 149 ms into the downswing (i.e.,
16 ms prior to impact) as illustrated in Fig. 10b. The
associated velocity of the sweet spot achieves its maximum

of 31.6 m/s (70.7 mph) essentially simultaneous with
impact in this example. These timing events and the
associated acceleration and velocity extrema are additional
‘‘swing metrics’’ that likely can be used to distinguish
batter skill.
Immediately prior to and/or after impact, the batter must
also impart significant roll to the bat to initiate and then
complete the subsequent follow through phase of the
swing. As introduced above, the bat roll angle measures
rotation about the bat center-line axis. Figure 11 reports the
bat roll angle and roll angular velocity as functions of time
throughout the example swing for subject A. The bat is first
‘‘rolled’’ slowly during the backswing with little to no roll
rate at the set position; then rolled quickly (and in the
opposite sense) during the downswing and subsequent
follow through. In this example, the maximum roll rate
(2,136°/s) occurs just after impact (38 ms) and initiates the
follow through phase. The maximum roll rate is achieved
when the batter ‘‘breaks’’ her/his wrists enabling the hands
to roll about the bat axis. This clearly observable ‘‘wrist
break’’ and its delay past impact may well serve as another
indicator of batter skill. Moreover, the roll of the bat is also
a component of the bat motion that is extremely challenging to detect with any other technology.
3.4 Comments on accuracy
The IMU provides angular velocity and acceleration data,
which are used to deduce a large number of kinematical
quantities using the measurement theory of Sect. 2.2. The
accuracy of these IMU-derived kinematical quantities may
be assessed using a variety of methods. For example, in the
context of the putting stroke used in golf, King et al. [13]
demonstrate that IMU technology yields the orientation of
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Fig. 10 Velocity (a) and acceleration (b) of grip for example swing for subject A. All three components as well as the magnitude are reported as
functions of time. The short time interval from the start of the down swing to ball impact is highlighted by the shaded region
Fig. 11 Bat roll rate (red) and
roll angle (black) during the
example swing for subject A.
The short time interval from the
start of the down swing to ball
impact is highlighted by the
shaded region

the club head (lie, loft and face angles) to within ±0.5°
when benchmarked against a putting robot equipped with
optical encoders (with angular resolution of ±0.07°). In
addition, the position of the club head was shown to be
accurate to within ±3 mm. In the context of bowling, the

speed of the bowling ball center, as deduced from a ballembedded IMU, remained within 3% of that measured
directly using a radar gun [15].
In the context of swinging a bat, a key kinematical
quantity is the velocity of the sweet spot since it strongly
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Fig. 12 Instrumented bat used for benchmarking study. Five reflective markers (four of which are visible in this image) were used with
VICON motion analysis system to determine the velocity of the sweet
spot. The knob-mounted IMU was used simultaneously to determine
the velocity of the sweet spot

influences bat-ball impact. The accuracy of the IMUderived sweet spot velocity was assessed herein using highspeed video motion capture as an independent benchmark.
A 10-camera motion analysis system (VICON) was
employed and calibrated such that marker errors for all ten
cameras were less than 0.25 mm. Five reflective markers
were affixed to the bat, four of which are visible in the
image shown in Fig. 12. The 3D positions of these markers
were measured by the VICON system using a sampling
frequency of 240 Hz. The marker position data was used to
determine the 3D position of the sweet spot (by interpolation of marker positions) and the sweet spot velocity was
calculated by differentiation of this position data. The bat
was also instrumented with an IMU for simultaneous
recording of IMU data during a swing. A single subject was
used for five trials. Following each trial, the velocity of the
sweet spot at impact was deduced from the IMU and the
VICON data and then used to calculate the percent difference in the sweet spot speed per


j~
vsvicon j  j~
vsimu j

% difference ¼ 
ð20Þ
  100
v
j~
j
svicon

The percent differences ranged from 5.7 to 9% with an
average of 8.1% over the five trials. Note that, while these
percent differences are small, they ultimately derive from
modest inaccuracies inherent in both measurement
technologies. For instance, the VICON-derived sweet
spot velocity relies on differentiation of sampled position
data with finite resolution of both position and time.

4 Summary and conclusions
This paper introduces a novel technology for bat swing
analysis that is inexpensive and can be used right on the
field of play for batter training and coaching. Additional
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potential uses include player rehabilitation and player-bat
fitting. The technology exploits a highly miniaturized,
wireless MEMS IMU affixed to the knob of the bat. The
IMU incorporates three-axis sensing of bat acceleration
and angular velocity with a low-power RF transceiver
to transmit this data to a host computer. A companion
measurement theory is summarized for integrating the
acceleration and angular velocity data in reconstructing
three-dimensional bat orientation, position, and velocity.
Analysis of the raw and integrated data yields a large array
of ‘‘bat swing metrics’’ that quantitatively define and
therefore discriminate batting skill.
Both the raw data (angular velocity and acceleration) as
well as the computed bat orientation (elevation, aim and
roll angles) reveal the major phases of bat motion including
the backswing, the set position (with superimposed bat
waggle), the highly dynamic downswing, and the follow
through. Integrating the raw data enables one to reconstruct
and animate the three-dimensional motion of the bat
throughout the entire swing. Doing so reveals critical bat
swing metrics that have obvious value for batter coaching/
training. These include the three-dimensional path described by the knob end of the bat (player’s hands), the bat aim
and elevation angles at impact, the swing plane in the
hitting zone, and the degree of upper cut or chop at impact.
Examination of the acceleration and velocity of the grip
and the sweet spot reveal critical timing events that further
quantify the swing. These include the swing time (which
may also serve to measure batter reaction time), the time to
maximum grip acceleration, the time between maximum
bat speed and impact, and the time when the player
‘‘breaks’’ his/her wrists following impact.
Collectively, the measurement technology and the
associated theory provide completely new capabilities for
the sports of baseball and softball. Moreover, the same
approach can be extended and specialized for a broad range
of sports as disclosed in [16, 17].
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